Abstract

The bilobed transposition flap began as a technique to repair the nasal tip. The purpose of our review is to catalogue the successes of the bilobed flap since it was first described by Esser in 1918, as well as the modifications created by other physicians since then. A PubMed Search from 1900 to 2015 for the words “bilobed flap” yielded 150 results. In the 35 cases described, there were new developments in the design and use of the bilobed flap. Varying the angle of rotation, length, and width of the flaps allowed for variability to meet the demands of different anatomical locations. Each of the cases demonstrated the benefits of the bilobed flap technique in allowing for ample blood supply, proper healing, and preservation of anatomy. The functional and aesthetic results achieved further validate the use of the bilobed flap in locations other than the nasal tip.

Introduction

The bilobed flap was first described in German literature in 1918 by Dr. Johannes Esser as a two-pedicled flap. All later variations maintain the same general principle of utilizing a double transposition in areas where a single transposition flap is not adequate. Bilobed flaps are used in reconstructive surgeries that require both recruitment of skin from a site with more tissue laxity and a low-tension closure to improve healing and scar aesthetics. When designing a bilobed flap, it is crucial to the survival of the flap to maintain an adequate blood supply with a sufficient pedicle. What makes the bilobed flap highly useful is its ability to utilize a common pedicle to move skin from an area of further distance and greater laxity to the site of a defect with limited mobility. This strategy is similar to that of the rhombic transposition flap with a Z-plasty, but transposes a greater area of skin while maintaining the mobility. Also, by rotating the flap only 90°, the bilobed flap minimizes the problem of inadequate blood flow to the tips of the margin that is present in other techniques, such as those that require 180° rotations. In addition, the local transposition of skin in this flap creates a closer skin match than do alternatives like skin grafts. Other variations of the bilobed flap design have changed lobe sizes and rotation angles to accommodate varied defects and body locations.

Methods

A PubMed search from 1900 to 2015 for the words “bilobed flap” yielded 150 results. Of those, only 35 papers were relevant and included sufficient information on the bilobed flap or proposed modifications. The other 115 papers either did not fit into the scope of this paper or were not sufficiently descriptive. The 35 papers included in our research addressed cases involving anatomical sites including the nose (30), ear (13), forearm (13), hand (20), cheek (4), thorax (19), genitals (11), foot (6), eye (16), mouth (15), and leg (3).

Discussion

Nose

The nose can be difficult to repair due to the limited available sources from which to locally harvest tissue and the high potential for distortion. If planned properly and well executed, a bilobed flap can restore the natural appearance of the nose. When the flap is not...
precisely planned, undersizing can create contraction and distortion of the symmetry of the nose, and oversizing can cause pincushioning and depression.\textsuperscript{7}

Zitelli was the first to modify Esser’s bilobed flap.\textsuperscript{6} The original design indicated an angle of rotation of 90° for each lobe, for a total angle of 180°.\textsuperscript{1,2} In 1989, Zitelli proposed the most effective angle of rotation as 45° for each lobe, a modification that allowed for greater precision when reconstructing nasal defects.\textsuperscript{6}

Zitelli’s modification also makes the primary lobe the same size as the defect, but it makes the secondary lobe longer to avoid the formation of a dog ear upon primary closer of the secondary-lobe donor site. Zitelli’s use of smaller, 45° angles instead of 90° angles for each lobe was validated by Miller (\textsuperscript{8}Figure 1).\textsuperscript{8} In an experiment looking at three different bilobed flaps that varied in angle of flap rotation (30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively), Miller demonstrated that a 45° rotation maximizes benefits.

Xue suggested a modification to the Zitelli flap that reduces the risk of alar retraction (\textsuperscript{9}Figure 2).\textsuperscript{9} This modification changes the proportions of the lobes while maintaining Zitelli’s rotation angles. In Xue’s approach, the primary lobe is 10% longer than the length of the defect but retains the same width. The secondary lobe is 130% longer than the length of the defect, and the width is two-thirds the width of the primary lobe. This alteration avoids distortion created by tension, as explained by Dzubow’s principle of pivotal restraint, which says that a transposition flap will be tethered to the base of the flap, thus creating a tension vector that pulls upward on the alar rim.\textsuperscript{10}

Cheek
A benefit of the bilobed flap for lateral cheek reconstruction is that donor skin can be recruited from the inferior preauricular region, which is well matched for texture and color. White describes a bilobed flap on the cheek in which the lobe distal to the wound is made smaller than the proximal lobe, between 2:1 to 4:1 in length-to-width ratio (\textsuperscript{11}Figure 3).\textsuperscript{11}

Ear
When considering reconstruction of the auricle, there are two major modifications of the bilobed flap for repair of the earlobe -- the Gavello and the D’Hooghe techniques.\textsuperscript{12} The Gavello technique utilizes a horizontal bilobed flap inferior and posterior to the defect (\textsuperscript{12}Figure 3). The D’Hooghe technique uses a lobe from each of the preauricular and postauricular areas to reconstruct the earlobe (\textsuperscript{13}Figure 4).\textsuperscript{13} The major disadvantage to the D’Hooghe technique is it can only be used for small defects.

Brent’s modification is used for large defects of the lower auricle—primarily the earlobe—and utilizes a cartilage graft to counteract the contraction of tissue during wound healing.\textsuperscript{14}

Gupta describes a bilobed variation similar to D’Hooghe’s (\textsuperscript{14}Figure 4). This modification uses a lobe from the preauricular area and a lobe from the postauricular area, which is comparable to the D’Hooghe technique; however, the base is smaller and positioned more superior to the sutured edges of the inferior margin of the lobe.\textsuperscript{15}

Weerda proposed another modification for repair of the helix and earlobe that also uses cartilage grafts to reconstruct the earlobe and helix. This flap is a variation of the Gavello bilobed flap, but it harvests costal cartilage to construct the inferior portion of the helix and prevent contraction of the earlobe.\textsuperscript{16}

Rodríguez suggested a method for repair of defects of moderately sized earlobes in which a bilobed flap has an anterior base, and the primary lobe is the same size as the defect. The secondary lobe is smaller and transposed on the posterior aspect of the earlobe.\textsuperscript{17} The disadvantage to this variation is scars below the earlobe.

Upper Extremities
Nikkhah describes using a bilobed flap for the excision of a sarcoma on the dorsum of the forearm.\textsuperscript{18} In this approach, the first flap is the same size as the defect, and the second lobe is twice as long as the first flap but half the width.

Zhang describes a flap for the thumb that includes skin from the second web of the hand and the dorsum of the index and middle fingers.\textsuperscript{19} The entire flap with a double neurovascular pedicle is elevated and mobilized. The skin is transferred...
to the defect on the thumb via a subcutaneous tunnel (Figure 5). Dogan has mentioned similar success using bilobed flaps for dorsal thumb and web space.

Amputated fingers have been repaired using techniques described by Saba, known as a DMCA (dorsal metacarpal artery) flap. The first and second dorsal metacarpal arteries are used to resurface the phalangeal stumps. Saba uses an S-shaped incision to maintain the innervation and blood supply for the phalanges. The benefit of the modification is that it is a single stage procedure with high success rate.

Sahin uses the bilobed flap surgery to create web spaces in the syndactyly release. The base of the bilobed flap is designed on the dorsum of the hand, between the metacarpal heads of the involved fingers. The flap is rectangular, with a 2:1 length-to-width ratio. Markings are on the palmar side of the fingers, and the incisions are zigzag mirror-image triangular flaps. The triangular flaps are then wrapped around the newly synthesized fingers.

Vuillermin used a bilobed flap that improved hand position, soft-tissue releases, skeletal realignment, muscular rebalancing, and free skeletal transfer for radial dysplasia. The bilobed flap is unique in that it avoids the forearm stiffness and ulnar injury that can result from other surgical procedures.

Trunk
Bilobed flaps are used on the torso with burns in the axillary region. Smith created a modified bilobed flap to place scars in a relatively inconspicuous location (anterior and posterior axillary lines) without breast torsion. The technique involved placing the flap laterally and decreasing the angle of rotation of each lobe from 90° to 45°. The point of rotation may be centered cephalic to the triangular space to include the anterior branches of the circumflex scapular artery.

Charanek describes a bilobed thoracoabdominal myocutaneous flap to cover large wounds secondary to radical mastectomies. The technique changed the angles from 60° to 90° to allow for larger coverage. Also, the flaps were modified caudally to diminish the tension and lower the rate of dehiscence and necrosis.

Lower Extremities
The versatility of the bilobed flap is further demonstrated at sites of the lower body (Figure 6). Sharkirov describes a technique in which ulcers on the plantar surface of the foot were closed using bilobed flaps. The angle between the lobes was the traditional 90° as described by Esser, but the size of the lobes was modified so the secondary lobe was smaller than the primary lobe, which is more characteristic of later modifications.

Genitalia
Grishkevich describes a medially based bilobed flap much larger than those previously discussed. The primary lobe is 20 cm long and 10 cm wide; the secondary lobe is shorter but maintains the 10 cm width. Grishkevich continues with the Esser design of a 180° total rotation to transpose skin from the inguinal region into a defect in the anogenital area. A second stage was completed several months later to remove dog ears.

Sampaio describes a bilobed repair for a circular, 6.8 cm defect following an HPV lesion excision in the pubic region. The flap employed the modern, 45° rotation of each lobe, for a total of 90° along the base; but while the primary lobe was the same size as the defect, the secondary lobe was longer and narrower. Lee described a similar bilobed flap technique for the treatment of sacral sores.

Kishi presented a method for surgically treating gluteal hidradenitis suppurativa with a lateral bilobed flap, repairing a 23 cm by 20 cm defect on the patient’s left buttock. This variation used the original 180° total rotation, a primary lobe smaller than the defect and a secondary lobe smaller than the primary lobe.

Ninomya described a reconstruction of the vulva using two bilobed flaps. The technique utilized a 90° total rotation and primary lobes shorter than but equal in width to the secondary lobe. Because two bilobed flaps were utilized, the primary lobes from each flap were 50% of the defect size, together achieving 100% coverage.

Conclusion
Many authors have considered bilobed flaps ideal for aurial and nasal procedures; however, the use is much broader. Overall, the utility of the bilobed flap has expanded over the past century to areas other than the nasal tip. The design allows for various components to be changed to accommodate the requirements of a particular area of the body, such as rotation angle and size of the lobes.

Further design improvements and innovative uses appear to be in the future as the bilobed flap becomes more prevalent in the reconstructive surgical arena.
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